Abstract
Introduction
Process variation is the major challenge currently facing the VLSI industry. In deep sub-micron technologies, timing closure for synchronous systems, which are already clocked at up to 50% below their ideal potential [2] , becomes complex. Self-timed circuits [14] , whose operation is independent of any external timing reference, are increasingly being seen as a solution to the problems of timing closure in highly variable technologies. The robust timing models employed by these circuits make them extremely tolerant to variations within the propagation delays of circuit components. However, the lack of assumptions about the environment and circuit components make self-timed circuits difficult to specify, create and test. In particular, self-timed combinational logic operations are complex because the validity of an operand needs to be encoded within the data itself. The cost of encoding the datapath in this manner is significant: each data word must be transmitted explicitly and, because the logic level of each wire no longer specifies a data value, the datapath must transition into a known (spacer) state in between every transition.
In order to be tolerant to variable delays within circuit components, self-timed circuits use a process called indication (or acknowledgement) where the arrival of a set of outputs indicates to the environment that the internal gates of a circuit are in a steady state and the circuit is ready to accept more input. The aim of the work presented in this paper is to minimise the cost of implementing a function block by distributing the indication between all of the outputs of the block. A cover for each function is constructed from the prime indicants of the function block; where each prime indicant is either necessary for the function (a prime implicant) or indicates an input transition not indicated by any other function. The prime indicants of a function block are highly dependent on the implementations of the individual functions and cannot necessarily be constructed from the prime implicants of each function. The paper presents an efficient method of computing a low cost prime indicant cover for arbitrarily encoded function blocks. The method employs heuristic UCP solvers, with several constraints and novel cost functions.
Existing Indicating Synthesis Approaches
A popular method of constructing self-timed datapath circuits is using an approach called desynchronisation [8] [2] , where conventional synthesis tools are used to synthesise a gate-level network which is then converted into a self-timed network by expanding each gate into its dual-rail equivalent. This approach allows large self-timed datapaths to be constructed relatively easily. Furthermore, several recent techniques have been developed that significantly reduce the cost (in area, power and delay) of the initial network by using techniques such as weak-indication [4] [19] and relative timing [3] .
The use of conventional synthesis tools in the desynchronisation flow has several drawbacks. Firstly, it restricts the self-timed implementations to dual-rail (or in some cases 1-of-4) encoding and so other lower-power or higher-density DI-encodings cannot be employed. Secondly, the behaviour and costs of self-timed networks are significantly different from those of conventional networks and so optimising a datapath for one style may significantly increase the cost of an implementation in the other.
More recently, a block-level approach to synthesis has been proposed [5] , where datapaths are constructed from functionblocks connected by encoded channels. As a composition of indicating blocks is itself indicating [14] , each block may be specified and synthesised independently without altering the indication of the whole datapath, meaning large self-timed datapaths can be efficiently created. Furthermore, the block-level approach alleviates some of the problems of desynchronisation by allowing much more freedom in the choice of encoding and, as each block has several outputs, can reduce implementation costs by allowing indication to be shared between multiple outputs of the block. In [5] , block-level implementations were restricted to dual-rail, and the focus of the work was on selecting the implementation of a block from a restricted set of possible implementations.
Hazard-Free Combinational Logic Synthesis
A related topic is that of hazard-free two-level combinational logic minimisation [11] [15] . Unlike indicating logic, hazard-free logic operates under fundamental mode assumptions: where the environment uses timing constraints to determine when the circuit has stabilised. In order to be hazard-free, a logic implementation must ensure that no glitches occur on the output of a function during a multiple input change: where the inputs transition from one function minterm to another. In hazard-free logic minimisation, multiple input changes from minterm A to minterm B are described by a transition cube, [A,B] , which contains all of the minterms that may be reached during the MIC. The transition cubes of a specified set of MICs are used to control and constrain the minimisation of function f to construct a hazard free cover, F:
• Required Cubes -A transition cube [A,B] where and ([A,B] may be all or part of a MIC) is a required cube and must be fully contained within a cube of F.
• Privileged Cubes -A transition cube [A,B] where and is a privileged cube and must not be intersected by any cube of F that does not contain A.
Several minimisation techniques have been developed based on these constraints that can efficiently synthesise two-level hazard-free implementations.
The indicating logic synthesis techniques described in this paper share similarities with hazard-free synthesis techniques, but the constraints of indicating logic are different to those of hazard-free logic. The allowed-transition sets constrain the MICs within indicating circuits to a small subset of possible transitions and the encoding of data in self-synchronising codes greatly simplifies the complexities of ensuring that implementations are hazard-free. However, the requirement that the output of a function indicates all input transitions make indicating logic synthesis complex. The required cubes of the hazard-free synthesis procedure can be constructed by observing the output value of a function during an MIC, whereas the requirement of a function to indicate input transitions requires the observation of individual inputs during MIC.
The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 introduces the theory of indication and outlines the requirements of a function block to be indicatable; section 3 introduces a canonical architecture for implementing any indicating function, and outlines the conditions under which this may be optimised; section 4 introduces the concept of a Prime Indicant and discusses how a prime indicant cover may be generated; section 5 describes each of the synthesis algorithms in detail; section 6 presents the results on a range of sample function blocks; conclusions and future work are outlined in section 7.
Indicating Networks
There are several different models that may be used to explore the principles of indication. In this paper we employ a model developed specifically for combinational logic circuits by Varshavsky [17] . Varshavsky defines indication in terms of multiple input changes called allowed-transitions sets that occur within self-synchronising code-systems. In this section Varshavsky's basic model is reviewed and the extensions necessary to reason about the indication of individual variables are presented. This augmented model is then used to verify the canonical architecture presented in the section 3.
Definitions
• A multi-valued variable v i can take on symbolic values from . Each symbolic value maps to a unique integer . A binary variable is one in which .
• A function, f, of n variables is a mapping f: . In a boolean function .
• Each element in the domain of function f is called a minterm.
• In a boolean function f, the set of minterms for which is called the on-set, the set for which is called the offset and the set for which is called the don't-care set.
• A multi-valued literal is a binary valued logic function of the form:
where . If v i is a binary variable then is written as , is written as and as . The notation is used to denote either or (but not ).
• A product term is a Boolean product (AND) of literals. A cube is the set of minterms which can be described by a product term.
• Product y contains product x ( ) if the cube of x is a subset of the cube for y.
• An implicant of a (boolean) function is a product term which contains no minterm of the functions offset.
• A prime implicant is an implicant contained in no other implicant of the function.
• A cover of a function is a set of implicants which contains all the minterms of the on-set and no minterms of the off-set.
Transition Sets
Transition Sets (TS) occur between the values of a set of binary variables ( ). Each value is described in terms of binary vectors, called combinations. Like a multiple input change in hazard-free logic each TS, (a-b), also has an associated transition cube [a,b] , which contains all possible combinations reached between a and b. Furthermore, each TS has two associated products:
• transition constant term -the product of the variables which do not change in the TS:
:
where:
• transition variation term -the product of the variables that change in the TS:
There exist several important properties of transition sets and their combinations:
• The internal transition cube, (a,b), of a TS contains all of intermediate combinations between a and b ( ).
• A transition set is regular if no variable changes value more than once in the transition set (a monotonic MIC).
• ) and between each combination (i.e. ). 
Self-Synchronising Code Systems
• for all intermediate combinations .
A code system in which all transition sets are allowed is called a self-synchronising code system (SSC). In an SSC the completion of an ATS (a-b) can be determined by the presence of the value b on the code system variables regardless of the order or timing of intermediate transitions.
In two-phase SSCs, all ATS occur between a data value, d, from the set, D, of all valid data values and a spacer, s, from the set of all spacer values, S, and so . In this paper only two-phase code systems with a single spacer value ( ) are considered. In order to ensure that all transition sets are allowed, the combinations in D are all incomparable with each other but comparable to the spacer value. The set of data values is therefore equivalent to a DI-code [18] .
In the remainder of the paper, we use (a-b) (and also (k-l)) to denote an arbitrary (d-s) or (s-d) ATS. We use (a/b) to denote either (a-b) or (b-a).
Combinational Logic
Combinational logic function blocks consist of p variables: A set of n inputs, , and a set of m outputs, . A TS, (a-b) on code system X, causes a subsequent TS, (k-l), on code system Y. The operation of the block is determined by two multi-valued functions: As only single spacer code systems are described in this paper for all function blocks.
Example 2.1 A is a combinational logic block with 4 inputs (n = 4) and 2 outputs (m = 2). The input code system X consists of
four data values and a single spacer:
Code system X contains eight TS: • Code Systems X and Y must be SSC.
• The functions F and G must be completely specified.
Effectively, definition 2.2 means that an indicating implementation can be constructed for any function block with DIencoded inputs and outputs (functions can be made completely specified by assigning any unspecified input values to arbitrary output values).
To In order to construct a physical circuit for a function block, the multi-valued functions are implemented by a system of inherent functions (SIF). In an SIF each output of the function block is determined by a binary cover function:
Each f i is the encoded function (or encoded expression [9] ) of variable y i formed by mapping the multi-valued functions and to the binary encoding of code system X.
Indication
In order for a function block to be indicating, the transitions of individual input variables must be indicated by the output functions of the SIF. To describe the process of indication, Varshavsky introduces the term translation:
Definition 2.3 An input transition is translated to the output of a function if its arrival causes the output to transition.
In order for a function to be indicating, all input transitions must be translatable to the output of a function in a single step. The ability is required because not all input transitions in an ATS are directly translated to the output of a function, as this would mean the function must change value after every input transition. However, all input transitions must be capable of causing an output transition if they are the last to occur (the last input transition occurs "a single step" before the output). This property allows the function indicate all input transitions regardless of the order of their arrival.
Varshavsky uses boolean differences of functions in order to determine whether a function translates all of its input transitions. The boolean difference of function with respect to variable x i is given by:
are the cofactors of in f j (the functions obtained by replacing all occurrences of in f j with a 1 or 0 respectively). Boolean differences are used to determine the conditions under which a function is dependent (or independent) on a variable and are commonly used to generate input vectors for stuck-at-fault testing. The transition has the transition constant and variance terms:
, and the adjacent combinations:
Considering the adjacent TS , the transition on x 3 is translated by y 1 as the value of the variables in the transition constant term form a solution for the equation generated from the boolean difference of the variable in the variation term:
and Therefore, function y 1 indicates the transition x 3 in a single step for the ATS . The concept of translation is used to define the indication of input transitions by an SIF:
Definition 2.5 An SIF indicates the input transitions of an ATS (a-b) if for each adjacent TS (a i -b) where
, and , there exists an output, y j , which translates the transition on input x i in a single step.
In order to reason about the translation of variables in the network the boolean difference equation of 2.4 can be used to determine the following two products for each variable, v i :
• is a product of the variables whose functions translate variable v i for the ATS (a-b) on input code system X.
• is a product of the variables translated by function f i for the ATS (a-b) on input code system X. Using these definitions the condition for an SIF to be indicating can be defined:
Definition 2.6 In order for an SIF to be indicating every input transition in X is translated to the outputs Y in one step for all ATS:

Canonical Architecture
The principles of indication can be used to verify a canonical architecture for indicating SIFs in which any function block adhering to definition 2.2 may be implemented. As described in section 2.4, each cover function, f i , in an SIF is the encoded function generated by mapping the multi-valued functions and to the binary encoding of code system X. Therefore, each output function, f i , is constructed from two separate functions:
-the encoding function of F i (which covers spacer to data ATS) and -the encoding function of G i (which covers data to spacer ATS). The two functions are composed sequentially:
The minterms of the encoded functions are cubes that correspond to the combinations in or . In the canonical architecture however, encoded function is constructed from the sum of the transition variation terms of all of the spacer to data ATS in code system X i :
and is a single cube corresponding to the spacer value.
Theorem 3.1 If f i is a cover function of SIF A' implemented in the canonical architecture, then f i translates all input transitions of ATS in the code system X i .
Proof If f i contains a single cube, c, then the cofactors of any literal, x j , in c will be: and where is a cube containing all the literals of c except x j . Therefore, f translates all of the transitions of literals within c for any ATS in . Definition 2.1 states that no combination (other than a or b) within the transition cube of ATS (a-b) can be a member of a code system. Therefore, the combinations of D X are mutuallyexclusive within the ATS of code system X. As all data values within a self-synchronising code system are incomparable, there exists a pair of literals which differ within and between each data value and hence the transition variation terms of each ATS are also mutually-exclusive within X. This means each transition variation term can be used to distinguish the combinations of each data value and, as only the variables with the transition variation term need to be indicated, there is no need to include the variables in the transition constant term within the associated cube of the function. As each transition variation term is mutually-exclusive, for each ATS in code system X i , only one cube of , c, (corresponding to ) evaluates to true ( ). In this case, the boolean difference equation
behaves the same as the single cube case and indicates all input transitions in the spacer to data ATS of X i . Function is a single cube and so it translates all of the input transitions of the data to spacer ATS in X i . In single spacer systems the functions and must be mutually-exclusive and so function translates all transitions of both functions and hence all input transitions in the ATS of X i . If a function is to be implemented as a set of discrete gates (such as an And-Or Sum-Of-Products implementation), the outputs of any intermediate gates become additional variables in the SIF and also need to be translated. In the canonical architecture outlined above, the cubes of only translate inputs transitions from the set X i and so all of the transitions of each are translated by f i . As the function contains a single cube corresponding to the spacer combination, it will translate all data to spacer ATS including those not in X i . Therefore, not all of the transitions of are translated and it cannot be implemented as a discrete gate.
The canonical architecture can be implemented in distributed form, where each cube, c, of , is constructed from a sequential composition of cubes:
where and : Return-to-Zero (RTZ) SSCs are a class of code systems whose spacer is the all-zero input vector. In RTZ codes, each contains the negation of all the variables in and in such systems, c can be implemented in a single C-element as depicted in figure 1 . This distributed architecture forms the basis of Muller's Combinational Logic Blocks [10], Sparsø's DIMS architecture [13] and Theseus's NCL-D [8] and has been shown [16] to be equivalent to the Kondratyev's basic gate speed-independent architecture [7] .
The requirements of definition 2.2 ensure that if each output function of an SIF translates all of its input transitions the SIF is indicating:
Theorem 3.2 If A' is an SIF, implementing an indicatable function block A, whose functions are all implemented in the canonical architecture, then A' indicates all transitions of input code system X.
Proof As the multi-valued functions and for function block A are completely specified, for each ATS, ,on code system X, there must be corresponding ATS on code system Y, , where or . As A' is implemented in the canonical architecture each output variable in must translate all of the input transitions in . Therefore, for each :
The requirements of an ATS (definition 2.1) mean that and hence the SIF is indicating according to definition 2.6.
The cost of implementing functions in the canonical architecture can be significant in both area and delay. As each output must translate all input transitions, C-elements are large and no outputs can be produced until all the inputs have transitioned so the SIFs have worst-case latency. In function blocks that have several outputs, there is often more than one output that transitions as a result of each input ATS (
). In such function blocks it is possible to reduce the cost of implementing each function by distributing the indication of individual input transitions between the outputs of without violating the indication of the SIF. This is achieved by reducing the number of literals in the cubes of the output functions. Once the literals of a cube, c, have been reduced, c on and c off are no longer complete transition variation terms and therefore the theorems 3.1 and 3.2 no longer hold. To ensure a SIF remains indicating during the minimisation process, we enforce the following restrictions: i. Each contains one or more and the associated code system, , is constructed from:
ii. Each contains one or more and the associated code system , is constructed from:
iii.
iv. The cubes of C on must be mutually-exclusive v.
Any function, f j , upholding these definitions will translate the input transitions on the literals within each of its cubes for all the ATS in X j :
Theorem 3.3 An output cover function, f j , which upholds the restrictions of definition 3.1 has the following properties:
and Proof As each cube is mutually exclusive, the results of theorem 3.1 apply and each translates all of its literals for ATS in . As each is sequentially composed , it can only translate input transitions for data to spacer transitions where is initially true:
As each is mutually-exclusive, each is also mutually exclusive and hence translates all of its literals for ATS in . This result can be used determine the conditions under which a minimised SIF is indicating: 
Theorem 3.4 If A' is an SIF constructed from functions upholding definition 3.1, then A' is indicating iff for each input transition in each ATS
Definition 3.2 For each ATS (a-b) of code system X the product of all the (on-set or off-set) cubes which contain the transition variation term translates all of the variables in the original transition variation term if:
A minimisation procedure can now be constructed for a set of functions whose cubes are the transition variation terms of the ATS of code system X. By implementing functions using the restrictions of definition 3.1 and ensuring definition 3.2 is upheld throughout minimisation procedure, an indicating SIF implementation is ensured. Furthermore as definition 3.2 applies to both spacer to data and data to spacer transitions, the minimisation procedure can be used to minimise both the on-set and offset of each function.
Prime Indicants
The aim of minimising an indicating SIF is to reduce the logical complexity of the output functions by exploiting ATS where more than one output translates an input transition ( ). For each ATS of this type, literal x i can be removed from the corresponding cube of the functions of all but one of the variables in and the indication of the SIF is maintained (providing the resulting functions uphold the restrictions of definition 3.1). The minimisation procedure must determine which literals to remove from which functions in order to minimise the total cost, in literal counts, of the SIF. In conventional logic minimisation, a minimum cost implementation of a function can be constructed from a cover of the prime implicants of a function [12] . In indicating logic, the cubes of a function serve two purposes: to implement each function correctly and to indicate transitions on the inputs. The restrictions of definition 3.1 mean a minimum cost implementation of a function cannot necessarily be constructed solely from a covering of its prime implicants. Furthermore, any optimisation from the canonical architecture is dependent on the implementation of other functions in the SIF. Therefore, the concept of prime indicants is introduced:
• An indicant of a SIF is a cube, c, of a function, f j , which translates the transitions of all of its literals for all ATS in the code system , where .
• A prime indicant of a SIF is an cube, c, of f j , such that c is an indicant of the SIF and is either:
i. a prime implicant of f j .
ii. indicates transitions in the SIF not covered by prime indicants of other functions in the SIF (an essential prime indicant).
Theorem 4.1 A minimum cost indicating SIF can be created from a covering of prime indicants.
Proof A SIF is indicating if, and only if, the output functions translate all the transitions of the inputs of the SIF as well as the transitions of the cubes of each function. If a single cube is translated by an output function, all of its input transitions are also translated. Therefore, any indicated cube must be an indicant and an indicating SIF is constructed solely from indicants. In order to maintain indication, we can only remove literal x i from a cube that translates it in ATS if . Consider a transition on x i during , where the x i is translated by two cubes c j and c k . If c j and c k are prime implicants then neither cube can be expanded further without intersecting the off-set of their respective functions. If c j and c k are not prime implicants then one cube, c j could be expanded by removing x i and cube c k will then become an essential prime indicant. Therefore any indicating SIF implementation may be reduced by expanding non essential indicants into prime implicants.
As the expansion of each cube can affect the expansion of other cubes, there are many possible prime indicant covers for a function block. Constructing a minimum cost prime-indicant cover by expanding individual cubes of the canonical architecture is prohibitively expensive for all but the simplest function blocks. A better approach is to construct an initial SIF from a prime implicant cover of each function and reduce the function cubes by adding literals until they are all prime indicants. All of the procedures presented in this paper are based on identifying a reduction set: a subset of prime implicants to reduce that will incur the smallest additional cost to the cover. The cost of generating an indicating SIF by this method depends on the initial prime implicant cover. The minimum cost prime indicant cover generated from an arbitrary prime implicant cover may not be the minimum cost indicating SIF of the function block. However, performing the synthesis routine on all possible prime implicant covers of each function is infeasible and so following assumption is used: 
mum cost prime-implicant cover.
A synthesis procedure to find a low cost indicating SIF for an arbitrary encoded function block can then be constructed from a series of reduction set selection procedures of an initial prime implicant cover of the output functions of the function block. Initially the prime implicant cover of each function must be reduced to ensure it upholds the requirements of definition 3.1 and all the cubes are indicants. Then, the individual indicant covers are transformed into an indicating SIF by determining input transitions that are not translated and applying a reduction set to translate them. Finally, the off-sets of functions can be further reduced as they have fewer restrictions than the on-sets.
The problem of generating reduction sets for all of the synthesis procedures is equivalent to the unate covering problem (UCP) of finding a minimum column set covering a matrix. The procedures described in this paper are implemented using a heuristic UCP solver (which approximates a minimum cost cover), based on the MINCOV [12] solver used in the Espresso PLA minimisation package [1] . The cost functions of the UCP solvers use a simple metric based on literal counts in order to maximise the number of don't care values that may be exploited by multilevel optimisation. It is possible to use more complex cost functions (such as those used in the UCP-based desynchronisation optimisation techniques [4] [5] [19] ) if physical implementations are targeted.
A heuristic UCP solver was chosen as this forms the basis of many existing combinational logic synthesis algorithms. However, the covering problems presented in this paper are more complex than those in conventional synthesis and so each reduction set selection problem may be better implemented using SAT solvers or linear programming techniques. Investigation into the efficacy of using such methods is the subject of future work.
Prime Indicant Generation
Indicant Cover
The first stage of the synthesis process is to construct a minimum cost indicant cover for each function. Definition 3.1 outlines the minimum requirements for each cube of a function to be an indicant. The impact of these requirements on the synthesis process is as follows:
• Definition 3.1.i states that each cube must contain one or more of the transition variation terms . Therefore, the transition variation terms become the required cubes of the minimisation procedure: each term must be completely covered by a prime implicant in the final cover.
• Definition 3.1.iii states that the code system of each off-set cube is equal to or a subset of the code system of the associated on-set cube,
. A minimum cost indicating cover can therefore be constructed by considering the on-set functions separately and optimising the off-set later (see section 5.3).
• Definition 3.1.iv states that each cube of the on-set function must be mutually-exclusive within code system X.
Therefore, an indicant cover is constructed by generating a mutually-exclusive covering of the prime implicants of the onset transition variation terms of each function.
In order to generate the prime implicants of a function a strategy similar to the expansion process of the EXPAND algorithm in Espresso [1] is used. The EXPAND algorithm expands the cubes of a function individually using two matrices to guide the process. A blocking matrix is used to ensure the expanded cube does not intersect with the off-set of the function and the covering matrix determines which cubes of the function can be covered by the expansion process. The algorithm proceeds by selecting literals of the current cube to "raise" (become don't care), based on how many other cubes of the function it covers. A cube is fully expanded (and is a prime implicant) when there are no more literals that may be raised without the cube intersecting the off-set. The procedure then removes all the other cubes covered by the expanded cube from the covering matrix before expanding the next cube.
The I-EXPAND procedure follows a similar approach to expanding the cubes of function f j . The blocking matrix is constructed from the complete combinations of the spacer value, s X , and all of the data values . The covering matrix is constructed from the transition variation terms of the data values . This allows implicants to be expanded into the redundant boolean space within the code systems, as well as between the spacer and data values. A mutually-exclusive cover can be generated in two ways. If the function is very large, the cubes of a function can be expanded sequentially and then added to the blocking matrix of subsequent cubes to ensure that they will remain mutually exclusive. A better approach, provided the function is not too large, is to expand each cube to cover as many cubes as possible and then reduce a subset of the cubes to produce a mutually-exclusive cover.
The reduction set is created from the set of expanded cubes that are not mutually-exclusive. For each cube, c, in this set, all possible implicants of f j that may be generated by reducing c by literals in its raised set are enumerated. If the expansion process has raised n literals, there are 2 n possible implicants that may be enumerated, and so if n is large this approach may become impractical.
The aim of the covering process is to determine the minimum independent set of implicants that covers all the required cubes of f j . Two implicants are independent if they do not cover the same required cubes. Unlike conventional UCP solving, where are maximal independent set of minterms is used to determine a lower bound for the solution, the independent set forms the solution. As the required cubes of each function are mutually exclusive, an independent set of implicants can always be constructed and the covering process determines the minimum cost solution.
An approximation to a minimum independent set can be generated using a UCP solver. In order to ensure all columns are independent, if a column, col, is selected as part of the solution, all columns that intersect each row covered by col must be removed from the matrix. This means it is possible that the inclusion of a column into a solution may prevent a full cover being
generated. Therefore, before selecting each column col, the rows or the matrix not covered by col must be checked to make sure that they are not covered by a subset of the columns that intersect with col. Once a covering has been produced the original prime implicants are removed from the function covers and replaced with the mutually-exclusive implicants.
Example 5.1 Function block A has 6 inputs:
with alphabet:
The on-set of function f j is defined by the transition variation terms:
and the off-set constructed for the blocking matrix is:
The expanded cubes of f j (with their raised set in brackets) are:
The total set of implicants is: Figure 2 shows a minimum independent set covering of the all the implicants which results in the function:
Untranslated Inputs
While a minimum cost indicating cover for function, f j , translates all of the transitions of the input literals in its cubes, it no longer translates the transitions of all input variables in the ATS of X j . Therefore, the properties of the canonical architecture (theorem 3.2) no longer hold and the resultant SIF may not be indicating. The SIF is made indicating by determining the input transitions that are not translated by the indicants that cover each transition variation term (Untranslated input transitions are those that do not appear in any of the covering indicants). A subset of the indicants can then be reduced to translate them. As the indicants of each function are mutually-exclusive they cannot cover the same transition variation terms and the reduction set must be determined from the indicants of all functions in the SIF. Furthermore, each reduced indicant must cover the same terms as the original indicant, otherwise its function will not be covered correctly (definition 3.1.v). This means that when reducing an indicant, it must be partitioned into a set of indicants that cover the same terms of the original function and are mutually-exclusive. In some cases, particularly in dual-rail implementations, an indicant reduced by a single literal may be partitioned into two mutually exclusive indicants. However, for some indicants there may not be a mutually-exclusive partitioning other than the set Example 5.2 Indicant covers the transition variation terms:
Reducing c by literal c0 partitions it in to two indicants: and which cover the terms: and respectively, and hence are mutually exclusive.
Example 5.3 Indicant
(from a different function block) covers the terms:
Reducing J by literal c0 partitions it into four indicants:
, , ,
A unate recursive algorithm [1] is used to reduce indicant, I by literal x and partition it into a mutually-exclusive set of indicants. The cofactors and are created and the terms they cover are calculated. If there is one or more literals that divides the terms covered by evenly, then a mutually-exclusive partition can be created. Otherwise another variable must be chosen to reduce both cofactors and the procedure recurses. The choice of the next reduction variable can have a big impact on the number of indicants a literal is partitioned into: , The reduction variable is selected by choosing the variable that appears in most terms in an effort to reduce the number of indicants produced.
A partitioning set is created for each indicant that covers an untranslated literal. A covering of the partitioning sets is then selected that will minimise the additional cost to the network. In order to minimise the cost to the network, the reductions need to be distributed between the indicants of the network, because when a pair of reductions are applied to an indicant, the number of resultant indicants is multiplied. 
Reducing I by b0 results in the partition: and and reducing I by c0 results in the partition: and However applying both reductions together results in the partitioning:
The reduction set selection therefore has to take into account the relationship between reductions of the same indicant.
A reduction set is selected by covering a matrix constructed from the untranslated literals and the indicants that could potentially cover them. The untranslated literals form the rows of the matrix, and the partitioning sets form the columns. Each partitioning set will translate at least two literals (e.g. the partitioning set in example 5.2 translates both c0 and c1), and therefore any duplicate partitioning sets are removed. The columns constructed by the partitioning sets of each indicant are then grouped into buckets. The weight of each column, j, is a function of the number of rows covered by a column and the cost of implementing it. The cost of j is a function of how many indicants are in the partitioning set associated with j (p j ), and how many previously selected columns of the solution, S, are in the same bucket as j, B j :
The covering problem therefore becomes more difficult, because the weights of individual columns are no longer independent, and the cost of the existing columns in a covering can change depending on which further columns are selected. Techniques to reduce the size of a matrix such as row and column dominance or Gimpel's reduction [12] can no longer be employed because, at the time the reduction is executed, the final cost of each column can not be determined, making the covering problem larger. However, the solution does have the advantage of distributing the reductions across the indicants. , d0:
, The untranslated literal matrix is shown in figure 4 . Each bucket has two columns that correspond to the partitioning sets, and each transition variation term has two rows that correspond to each untranslated literal. It is possible to construct a covering for this matrix using columns from two of the four buckets, for example a0 and a1, resulting in the implementation with a literal count of 26: , ,
Off-set Optimisation
In the distributed canonical architecture, the off-set cube of each indicant is formed from the transition variation term . In single spacer code systems, data to spacer transition variation terms are not mutually-exclusive and so each offset cube must be composed sequentially with the corresponding on-set cube ( ) in a single gate. Because of this, the offset expansion cannot be completely separated from the on-set a0 a1 b0 b1 c0 c1 d0 d1 r0 r1 s0 s1 a0 a1 b0 b1 c0 c1 d0 d1 r0 r1 s0 s1
1 
expansion, as in the binate covering approach of [19] and must be performed after the on-set minimisation. Definition 3.1.iii states that the code system of off set cube, , is equal to or a subset of the code system of the associated on-set cube, . Therefore, off-set of each indicant, c, can only translate transitions from the set:
The set of inputs translated by the off-set does not necessarily have to be the same those translated by the on-set:
It must however fully contain some transition variation term(s)
where .
Example 5.7
The on-set of indicant, c,is and covers two terms of the SIF: the off-set, , can translate any of the literals in or either of the literals c0 or c1. It cannot however, translate both literals as the product does not contain any transition variation term of the SIF.
Indicants with a minimised off-set can be implemented in two-level implementations using asymmetric C-elements. If the off-set does not translate any transitions an indicant can be implemented using an AND gate.
There are three strategies for minimising the off-set:
i. General Minimisation: the off-sets of each indicant, c, can translate a subset of input transitions from the set:
ii. Subset Minimisation: the off-sets of each indicant, c, can only translate an input transition translated by the on-set:
iii. AND Minimisation: the off-sets can either translate all of the input transitions of the on-set, or none or The resulting SIF can be implemented using only symmetric C-elements and AND gates.
All three strategies are solved using a unate covering of a matrix with the literals of each term as rows and the literals of each indicant as columns. The three strategies differ in the number of columns per indicant, c: i. General Minimisation: one column for each literal of c on and its raised set.
ii. Subset Minimisation: one column for each literal of c on only.
iii. AND Minimisation: one column for each c.
In the general minimisation strategy, when a column of c is selected, the other columns of c are checked and possibly removed from the matrix to ensure each off-set fully contains some transition variation term.
As the cost of implementing additional inputs in asymmetric C-elements is linear, each strategy may be solved using a conventional unate covering solution. However, the results presented in section 6 employ the UCP costing outlined in section 5.2 since this is a good way of distributing the off-set amongst all of the indicants of the network.
Results
The aim of the synthesis process described in this paper is to minimise the logical complexity of an indicating SIF, as measured by the combined literal count of all of the functions. The procedures are not targeted at optimal two-level implementations as there is no attempt to share terms between functions. If two-level implementations were desired, it would be possible to maximise the sharing between functions by using multiple output minimisation to determine the initial indicant cover of the SIF. However, the basis of the optimisation procedure is to exploit the differences between function implementations to distribute indication between outputs and so term sharing can reduce the effectiveness of optimisation. Furthermore, the nature of the canonical architecture means that each cube must be implemented within a single-gate. Decomposing indicating SIFs is very difficult, as each internal gate must be indicated by the outputs, which, in general, requires a high degree of sharing between functions. Procedures have already been developed [16] to decompose any SIF (adhering to definition 2.2) so it may be implemented using 2-input gates. However, the cost of such implementations is high. The procedures presented in this paper were developed to construct indicating specifications of function blocks which minimise the sharing between functions and therefore simplify the decomposition process. Table 1 presents the results of the synthesis algorithms over a range of function blocks. The table shows the total literal count of implementations in the unoptimised canonical architecture, the (best) total literal counts of the optimised implementations and the percentage decrease in literal count. The remaining columns present the optimised on-set literal counts and the optimised off-set literal counts for each of the three schemes outlined in section 5.3 . In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of offset optimisation, the number of C-elements (indicants with one or more literals in the off-set) and AND gates (indicants with no literals in the off-set) for a two-level implementation are given.
The first three examples are m-of-n adder circuits demonstrating the ability of the synthesis procedure to synthesise blocks with any encoding. The remainder of the circuits are dualrail encoded blocks from the ISCAS benchmarks. In order to generate suitably sized blocks from the gate level netlists of the ISCAS benchmarks, a greedy clustering algorithm, such as the one described in [6] , was implemented. The algorithm traverses the netlist adding gates into clusters until a maximum number of inputs is reached. The single rail gates were then replaced with their dual-rail equivalents and each cluster was then flattened to determine the minterms for the entire function block. The figures show a sample of function blocks from four different clustered implementations of the benchmarks with cluster sizes of 3, 5, 4 and 8 dual-rail inputs (6, 8, 12 and 16 function block inputs).
The results of the ISCAS blocks show a dramatic reduction in the literal count of function blocks (up to 99.3%) compared to the canonical architecture, particularly in large function blocks with many outputs where the indication may be distributed between the outputs. The results for the m-of-n encoded designs are less dramatic showing a reduced literal count of between 37-60%. The results demonstrate the ability of the synthesis procedures to reduce the specification of indicating function blocks. Prior to this work, constructing an efficient indicating implementation for an arbitrary function block was very difficult without resorting to conventional synthesis tools and desynchronisation.
A comparison with the desynchronisation approach of Zhou [19] is also made. Zhou's input relaxation technique was applied to the full benchmark and the resulting netlists were then clustered. The results show very similar literal count figures for both techniques; however, the implementations are quite different. The desynchronised versions are all multi-level implementations, whereas the prime indicant covers are all two-level. It is expected that when combined with the indicating decomposition techniques the size of prime-indicant implementations will reduce still further.
The execution times of the synthesis procedures are given in the final column of table 1. It is clear that the execution time is exponential in the number of inputs. This is due to the implementation of the indicant cover algorithm described in 5.1, where 2 n implicants are generated from n raised literals. A better implementation of this algorithm is the subject of further research.
Conclusions
This paper presents algorithms for the optimisation of indicating function blocks, by distributing don't cares amongst the outputs of a function block. An architecture that allows any indicatable function block to be implemented was presented along with the restrictions necessary for it optimised. The algorithms show dramatic improvements (up to 99% in some cases) in the two-level implementation of large function blocks.
Further research to develop more efficient algorithms to create mutually-exclusive indicant covers and off-set optimisation will be undertaken. As well as a study of the effectiveness of using SAT solvers to solve the reduction set selection problems.
More complicated costing models, which will target testability and use performance modelling will also be explored.
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